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LOCIS is a first person horror game. The world is infected by an unknown virus and turned into a
nightmare of disorientation and hallucinations. You will start your journey on the day of your
disappearance, in the middle of nowhere surrounded by people who will help you but are in their
own misery. You will meet new faces and come across bodies that you will have to dissect to find
clues about your past. The journey will not be easy and you'll have to use your wits to overcome the
dangers that lurk in the darkness and the shadows. The game is slowly driven toward a plot that may
unveil the whole story or leave you in perplexity. As to the ending you'll achieve, it will not be easy
to guess. It's a game with multiple options for newcomers and veterans. Apart from the story, we've
been very careful to include an extensive crafting system, a selection of weapons and consumables
and more. -Is LOCIS abandoned? No, the project is not abandoned and we are still dedicated to it. We
will continue to update the game regularly with new areas and even add some of the things we have
still to add. We are currently on our fifth playthrough and we want to offer to our players more from
this point on. Our plan is to use the Kickstarter reward tiers to complete the game and offer it to the
audience in a more polished, more complete version What we have accomplished so far? LOCIS:
EXPERIENCE has achieved almost 50.000 dollars out of a target of 100.000. We have created our
first trailer and a very short Pre-Alpha version. For the Kickstarter campaign we have created the
first sheet of paper, the first 3D model, a few of the game's characters, 5 enemies, 2 of the player's
weapons, a back and forward walk animation, a few of the dialogues between the characters and
some other odds and ends. And for the final polished version we're planning on creating: - More than
20 environments: several abandoned houses, a mall, a town, a cinema, a tank, a museum, a
desolated highway, a mysterious forest, 2 more towns - A crafting system where players can find a
host of different components from plastics, fabrics, paintings and much more - A few "Persistent"
characters that will follow you through your adventure and influence your decision to go left or right
as to the adventure you'll have - A good selection of weapons to help you with your

Features Key:
5 students and 5 teachers
No grade given
No systemic rules
The germ of the possibility of knowledge through dialogues
There are a lot of interesting questions for both sides
All students and teachers share the same amount of questions
A teaching algorithm functions in the game
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